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OVerview, INTRODUCTION

FIVE YEAR REVIEW OF RESEARCH SPONSORED BY'
THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING, COMPANY

INTRODUCTION
,..

This special overview of studies from 1970 to 1975 summarizes

our research effOrts of five years. This overview presents in relatively

concise, but more than outline.,form, where we ave been, our findings to
.\

date, t4e directions,we pursued, and their imPi atIona for the brOadrsting

industry. Previous annual reports have bdgi submitted to the American
:,

Broadcasting Company.

In reviewing these studies this overview addtionally allows us to

look to the future with reference to other studies in forthcoming years,

and to indicate possible further areas of specific focus and inquiry

might remain for study thereafter.

r

1 ,

Heller, M.S. and Polsky, S., Studies in Violence and Television
Americin Broadcasting Company, N.Y., 1972, Progress Repbrt.

,, 2

Heller, M.S. and Polsky, S., Interim Report, American Broadcasting
'Company, N.Y., July 31, 1973,, and July 31,,19744 and OCt.'1, 1975.

A
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.1 WHO ARE VULNERABLE" VIEWERS?

Overview, INTRODUCTION

*o?

7 It had been asserted that the viewing of violent television materials

results in increased violence certain viewers. If this is so, .then

one must inquire'who these certa n viewers might be. Would they.include

all children, since they are supposed to be more resdidnabl than

adults? Are some children more vulnerable, emotionally labile

susceptible thap others? "If this is so.then it is obvious that on' ought
N ,

to look carefully among child populations with known emotional impairment,

;acid those youngsters 'oho are institutionalized early in life bel of

broken or unstable families. The reason for this is that :chit Previeu

studies of large numbers of violent offenders have revealed a high incidence

_ilkemotional impairment and family instability, often resulting in foster

,care'of institutionalization in early, formative years.r.s

,

COMPARISONS; CONTROLS AND THE (iUESTION.
, ''OF NORMALCY

To fid,.kamipe and'settl on a group of matched children whof we1.

could warrant as "normal" was r uCtant/y recognized as a tempting illusiOn

of scientific design. Even i i dealingfigith adult personalitief.and behavior,

study sand evaluate an established- 'track

record" of twenty or more years of functioning, the diagnosis of "normal"

behavior, character and personality remains elusive.

' where the. clinician may re ew,

' I

2

.1'

A
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r Overview, INTRODUCTION

Age the quest for a "normal" child control group would seem a
.

.

, -,

aesirable characterietfC of experimental design, the delineation, .

,

, .. ,"-- t.s$4t4.-
'

. -
,

. .

' .

identification and demonstration of a group ef.7"normal" children (carefully
,

followed for ten to twenty-years in-eider to make sure,,. at the diagnbsis
.11

was correct) would be fdtudy of.enormous magnitd4e:i and of itself.

. ,1pthe.evaldation'of any children, it'is apparent that what cm; be

diagnosed are. greater, or lesser degrees of emotional diseurbapce, rather
J

A

than the distinct categories of disturbed vs! normal.

YOUNG PERSONS KNOWN TO BE VIOLENT

Also, if the viewing of televisedyiolence is indeedassociated with

heightened,ylolent response, Aen it would obviously be desirable tcr4:

g J 1

., .investigatkpopulations Of known violen offender6 Young enoughto be,

1

..

1-

) - ,

,

raised frOm larliest childhood on with television sets.

f 1

, ..

,,.. --,
- . .

.
. .

.

By.stpdying youthful and ybung adult murderers, or persons convicted .'

. : .
.

of .aggravated assault or assault with intent_to kill, one quickp.../gets to
.

,
1

.

the center of things with reforence to known, real violence. 'With such

.
.

. -

.

,,,

youthful and,yodng adult offenders one is not talking about laboratory

conditions or aggressiviiy aq.,revealed

s,talking very specifically abodt actual

studies have specifically investigated

3...

on ps (hologcal tests. One is
g i

vikence
-r, i
in' the streets. Here,aour

1' ;

the potential role of television as

a stimulus of real -life vio nce, in contrast to violent

7
lay or fantasy.

J p

_ 3
f

11.-.4.. Mt
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XiverView,-TNTRODUcTION

Having explained.the:raiionald of these studies, the following is a
. k. I

.

.

brief review of each of the individual projects pursued in the ovprali
----.,

1,2.
I A6

;study to'date. They have been previously reported.

p

18
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Overview, PROJECT I

PROJECT I: RESPONSES OF EMOTIONALLY VULNERABLEFIRLDREN
TO TELEVISED VIOLENCE

THE VULNERABLE CHILD SAMPLE

Ipitipted in 1970, t4s(atudyhas provided valuable ldhgitudinal

and in -depth data on.a group of thirty emotionally impaired children

attendirj a private, non- profit day school for 0emotionally troubled

and-1 ming-disordered youngsters. None of these children Were

. ,-....

went lly retarded. They ranked in age from ten to fifteen: There were

y-five boys and five girls in the sample. Seventeen of the children

we're white and thirteen were black. ,..---

;.
'

te''''s
i

A second sample of emotfnall J vulnerable/children ip. Project I

....,,

consisted of twenty youngsters living in an institution for dependent onct

neglected homeless boys. Although showing psychologidal scars associa d

\
I k

c--

wity i\ sruption oftheir early family lives, they were not a psyclkatric
. ,

,..,...,

population in the sense that the thirty emOtionallyfthPaired children were.'

`This group was matched in age (ten to fifteen), had average ,intellectual

.r

\ entowment, and included-sixteen whites,. one black, and three Puerto Rican

1

,
.

:\,.,/

\.

boys. ,- , t

14 1 .

IN-DEPTH STUDIES
M

In-depth individua aSsesterset,lt,..3.74s.v.ailable on_ each child in this

study. The clinical data included suth'Imajor areas as:



Overview, PROJECT I

1. The child's family, including family cohesiveness, atmosphere,

age at disruption, socio- economic level, interpersonal relationships and

other pertinent background information:''

1,2.- Developmental History - comprising a detailed yiewaf the

child's life inclilding,physical, social, emotional and educational

aspects of detelp0Ment.

3. Special Problems - including parent-child interactions, peer

reactions, use of language, impulsivity, and the child's reaction to inter-

personal situations ,faith special reference to anxieties, fears and

aggressivity.

In addition to the intensive studies-of the child's classroom,

schoplyard or evening institutional behavior, psythological tests were

given `before and after_ exposure to three_typespf television-programs

containing miniial (The Flying NunA, moderate, and maximal violence (FBI,

'Combat and Felony Squad).

DIRECT OESERVATIONS Alm TESTS

.c

In addition po direct observations of any changes in aggressive

\ ,

behavior including attempts to hurt other children, ,threats( the use of
. .

force or destruction of objecta, etc., careful observations of the children's
.. ,

e Pf language,,type of free play in the"schoolijard, drawings,.- story- telling
1

were noted before and after exposure to the television.stimuli. In addition,

a number of specific pay1ogical tests and leasurements were utilized to

't
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Overview, PROJECT I

determine the presence or absenoe of undeflying changes in aggressive

*feeling or fantasy.

1. .

Fopowing ea h televisiod show the children were further led in

group dipcussioxs focusing on specific parts of each program in order to

determine their reaction t6M.Tioldat materials. %

' 4
FADINGS

Although there were a number of changes in attitudes, fantasy and

;-

preoccupation with aggressive materials in response to dxpespre to violent

television.programming.

1. Exposure to,aggressive television content did"not lead\to.

heightened asSgaiVe behavior.
/A4..,-,-,

1 .4,,,,, .
....,2; There was n0Aemonstrable relationshipcoetwean the intensity of

4 ---

11

r
'

In
1

,

television asgressioo, and the intensity of aggressive behavior in children

,

following their.Viewing of the televisionfyrogramg.

t

3. Television programs with more aggressive content produced more

1

dWgressfve fantasies; telelasioirirograms with'lesd aggressive content

resulted in decreased aggressive fantasies.

3

Aggression is used in the sense we have previously used it, as have other
investigators, generically broad enough to include violence. But in the
ongoing studies we intend to distinguish violence from other fgrrns Of

,Agression more particularly. .

,A

1

.
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Overview PROJECT

4. Susceptible children (emotionally iPairedor i4titutionalized)

tended to-use-asgrAsaive television materials `teQ,Dynd" their own.

aggressive drives. The programs provided form, or a channel of expression

("a cogni4ive !support ") in contrast to their more chaotic and disorganized

viia4ent'impulias.

'5. The only discernible changes in emotionally suacepxible childr

following exposure to violent television programs were. encountered in
.

. . 0,

certain inner stfotes1 emotas and attitudes (negativism, resentment,
Yak

: l

suspicion and peoleded aggression) but not in actual classroom or school-

1

yaid behavior:

mot'

.4 I

,
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Overview-, PROJECT II

PROJEcT II:. A COMPARISON OF CARTOON AND 'HUMAN PORTRAYED TELEVISION
`VIOLENCE IN iMOTIONALLY VULNERABLE CHILDREN .

4

We determined in Project I that children's reactions to televAsioh-

portrayed violence' are co mplex phenomena in which the child's eognitiVe

equipment (intellectual perception, discrimination, judgment, reflection

d analysis) plays a crucial role, and that 'their responses to violent a

. .

. : .

television programs were primarily thinking responses, fantasied reaponabs
\--.....,

..,

. 1 N
.and evaluative, phenomena,rather than changes in actual or real behavior.

Thurs, the most vulnerable or susceptible children available in these
R 4 1

studies used television programs gs a vehicle to weigh reality, rather than
"--

a stimulus to let down their barriers andbehave viotintly.

, .

In pursuing the; question of what the child learns from television,
----9

4 '
,

. ,it, was determined that much more is needed with refefence to how he learns

# /--- AOk ..!--

from televiaion. .The in-depth approach wfth small number- 's of Rmotionally v
d k

susceptible children was pursued uaing,siliaar methodology to that desdribed
,

.
preVioua roject. This dea th a compariion,of huMan-acted vs.

cartoon vt$0,4e inorder to elm ate the difference between the greater
P

fantasy of cartoon portrayals and the greater reality of hum& acted dramas.

.11

.

4'

Tha cognitize studies reported thus far focused upon how a child learns.

la g,

- 9 -
I
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The same observation methods, psychological testing and careful
4

'individual assessmt of each child's day-to-day develOpment, described
,

in Project I was continued in Project II.

The cartoon stimuSi included complete programs f such animated fare

as Bullwinkle, Smokey the Bear, George of the Jungle, Johnny Quest, Spiderman,

Motor Mouse, Lancelot Link the Secret Chimp, Hot Wheels and Roadrunner.

OS,

4
Overvie, PROJEM II

Tests and measures similar cto those in Project I ware added to the

direct observations of the research team, special educational t
.

.

house - parents, clinical psychologists and others who participa ed in
a

-..

individual rating of each child:

FINDINGS"

The findings fn this project 'were as foilowst.

1. Again, there were no meaningful changes in assaultiveor 4

violent behavior in response.tb either cartoon or human-acted portrayed

violence in televipion programs.

.2. The emotionally impaired children, in fact, seepedilisdcally

inMess aggressive post - viewing, consistent**.thd"finA d, g/previously

reported by Feshbach and Singer...:Aather than being supportive of a

II catharsie_theb0, however (in which exposure to gression:presumably

t
drains off. aggrbssivity in' the viewer, our clinical findings were more

_

fi

0

4

.4



Overview, PROJECT II

consistent with a theory of cognitive support in which inner Violent
0

impulses become attached or "bound" to outer aggressive materials (such

as, televisiOn portrayed violence), and are thereby neutralized.

3. The findings in Project II confirm the conclusion that feelings,

affect, emotions, and fantasies can be significantly stimulated by cartoons

without observable, demonstrable change in actual aggressive behavior.

4. It is obvious that children in these studies are able to identify

witg cartoon-characters, as well as with characters portrayed by human

actors in action - adventure television dramas. In each case, however, human-

acted and cartoon portrayed dramas, the ."susceptible" children differentiated

the violent problem - solving anti' :r oon 1 human-acted

v o ent programs, from the practical pertoire.of the behaviors available

to theill in seeking solutions to real o actual conflicts in theirOurelives.fr.

--\

5. In lay to day observatiOn, the441iidien were no more oIent
.

t.4.

following exposure td either type o television violence (cartoon or human-
'

''acted) than Vey had been prior 6,,repeated exposure to such programs.

Although reasonably behaved anAontrollable, these children'were hardly
-411P

1

mild-mannered or withdrawn. The sample included,a number of highly

aggressive youngsters whose behavior problems were taxing to both parents

and teachers.

1 5.

A
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1

These studies indicated that the aggressive

following exposure to aggressiim televi: on mate ials, and

that less or non-aggressive youngsters remai d unaggressive a ter''.

viewing aggressive television. Clinically the viewing of violent television
.

,

Overview,. PROJECT II

ers remained

Materials increased violent fantasies, fe4lifigs, affects and preoccupations,_

but resulted in no meaningful changes in assaultive behavior as observed

in phe classroom, the play -yard or the institutional dormitories. ;

.
. .. . . -, . .0

,

:.

7:'. )
.

. .

.53,-:..,4 !

14,

I

- 12' -.9



Oveririew, PROJECT III

;

PROJECT I101: TELEVISION STUDIES WITH YOUTHFUL'AND YOUNG
ADULT OFFENDERS (PILOT)

Since Projects I, and II dealt with eme ionally vulnerable children,

a number of whom were behavior-disordered an aggressive to begil;with,
.

-

it was obvious that other projects should ad ess themsellves.tjoung II*
... . .. .1.1,

N

pers s whose patterns of violence. -cetild be c arly demonstrated. A
s. ,.

cal choice was the exploration of a prison opulation of youthful and

oung adult offenders whO\Were exposed to telGiiion fare throughout the

formative y ars of their childhood. With such a violent, group, including

1murderers a d others convic "of assault with intent to kill, one need

make no inferences or speculations about their aggressive or violent

propensities.

Alan alternative to a ten or, fifteen year follow-up of young chitdren,

some of whom might become murderers, of otherwise itiOlent,--a- retrospective

study of kfibwn violent youth and young adult offenders was both a more

immediate and more practical lindertaking. As in Projects I

Project III utilized in-depth ps4hological, psychiatric and clinical

evaluations of the personalitystinetures and life situations of known
1 -

( -:.'' ':A a
..,

violent persons. It reconattu*d their past history and.childhood

doielopment with special focusian teleyision viewing habits through data .

a, obtained, by the use of special.ihterviewing procedures developed in this,

project by clinician? experienced,i# the assessment of offenders.
1 t . , . .

t

is

1

At
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.Overviei, 'PROJECT III

Project III utilized the services of)niversity-based psychiatrists and
.

-psychologists with special training in forensic behavioral sciences. Much

g
r confideqtiality tl Apd tie preier9SeiwOil;lert

ate gr acy in pa ti pating in this project.
44 i"-e"

,care was paid to the need

es am
.

, inmate's

r

ILOT SAMPLE AND FINDINGS

In the initial phase of project III a pilot sample of thirty-five

sixteen to'eighteen year-old violent offenders was utilized in order to

develop.uniformdiagnosticmaterialswithreferencetadevelopmental history,

-antisocial backgroUnd, record of violent behavior and their television-viewing
!Ot /-

patter and experiences. After much trial and error, colerences, editing

and consultation, eighteen sets of items were standardized and agre4d upon

for coverage in the clinical-research,intervit1S. Included were such

Obvious variables as sex, age, marital status, religion, past records,

senetic, family, socio - economic, neighborhood, vocational and educational

backgrounds, drug use, and history, of injuries, as well as a variety of

measures of impulsiveness. These eventually were formalized as part of an

"Interviewihgaild'Data Collection Guide."

41SZ. kt
It wad concluded in the pilot phase or Project III that tie meollOolkpL4

,

was useful, that the seriousness of violent charges did not

.

correlate with an extensive history of juvenile delinquency

gang and environmental factors required careful focus, and

young 'Adolescents and young adults in this Pilot Phase had
.

at home throughout their lives. Less than half rated high (2 -.4'hours per,

necessarily

, that ghetto,

that all of the

a-television set

is



Overview, PROJECT lir
' ..-100"410W.,

day.), in. vialoriliieehgMm76. A number of offenders were able to
.-.,,,,--; ..z..., d . '.\../

talk frankly about "techniques" they had 'earned from television.

V

Thus, twelve of the thirty -five youth

/'
had been consciously aware of.acting out

they had previously seen "demonstrat

offelders indicated that they

the techniques of a crime which

'5

on television. Pone, however,,

gave indication that television viewing had played any causal role in the

development of their antisocial or c iminal.motivation. 'This27512An

contrast to the instructional role that television played in how, or how

not to, perform certain criminal acts.

Haying detcmined that youthful violent offenders who had been

exposed to evision during their lifetimes' were indeed a proper sample-

in which to study the possible relationihip between television-viewed

violence and actual' violent behavior, we proceeded to invest our energies

in a much larger effort; whichicomprised.

Project IV: "Television Viewing, Anti - Social Development and Niolent

6.
Behavior - An Examination of One Hundred Young Male Offenders."

5 .

In the pilot phase, twelve of the thirty -five offenders acted out techniques
they Id seen_ demonstrated. In Project IV, the study. of an additional one
handr youngioffienders confirmed this finding of imitation of technique,
rather than causation.

l '

6 .

Heller, M.S. and Polsky, S., Studies in Violence and Television,
1972. op. cit.

"be

- 15 -

419
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Overview, RO IV

PROJECT IV

This project i lved one hundred youthfUl and young spit violent

offenders selected at randob from the youngest groups in the prison .

population, since it had been detdrmined that these Sub,jeCts would have
.

41,

had a lifelong exposure to television viewing. ,; 4,

Extensive data were collected with reference 'to their backgrounds,fi -)''' ,. '
.

their arrestrecords, conviction recorqs, types:of offense, history of ',

.

.

,j

/ /
.

.
I,

incarceration, family background, neighborhood gang membership, educatipo,

employment history, marital and parenting history, sexual development,

religious background, history of injuries teceived otjeglicted, and drug

' and narcotic use.

In addition to multiple factors relatitig to the' development of

patterns of violent and anti-social behaviot, extensive television viewing,

data included the years and degree of, expostire, preferences for different

television programt, favorite television shPws, favorite types of motion

picture shows, attitudes toward teleIsion, imitation of characters peen

on television, 'impressions gained from television viewing, imitation of,

criminal techniques first seen on television shows, as well as comparative

data Mrig-respectIto the influence of other media.

- 16 -



FINDINGS

) '

Overviwit :---FROJECT IV

(

4

1, Among the many findings of Project IV, it was determined that,

these youthful offenders indeed had be6 enormously involved in acts of

Violence. For example, as juveniles 3b% had sought to injure someone by

4frikihg him with a bliint instrument, 28% had stabbedan individual, and

23% had shot someone. It is also noteworthy that 23% had themselves

received a serious blow with a blunt instrument, 44% had been stabbed,

and 15% had been shot as juveAles.

2. Their level of hostility and rage was
`

clearly determined by:a

variety of developmental sources, frustrations, -..soeio-eaonornic deprivation,

familial disruption, and was not found to have A causal connection with

televisionyiewing.

3. Patterns of television viewing.in violent criminals indicated

that all one hundred had working television sets in their homes throughout

their lives, and that the majority watched five to six hours of television

per-day during their childho ith minimal parental cenhorship or

commentary with respect to programs. A decrease in television viewing

occurred in adolescence and adulthood, butigyer 25% of adult offenders

watched television more than five to six hours per day.

.

1

The., avorite -programs of these viewers itcludedgangster,pblice

live dancing, music shows and westerns.
-

4.

21

dt

4

)
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Overview, PROJECT TV*
%

4. Violent offenders reported an increase in realization of the

disparity between what they saw on television and what they saw in their

own lived. More verbal, intellectual and political-action oriented

inmates condemned television as irrelevant for the times, superficial or

demonstrably racist. Over 50%, however, felt that television had been

beneficial in changing their thoughts or. heliels and that ithad been

'educational in increasing their familiarity with the world and broadening

their outlook. They cited a number of pro-social lessons in obvious, areas
,.t

as, wd, documentaries, but also in the use of language, vocabulary and

diction.

P.

e

It a .ea s on aroused a variety of feelings including

anger, disappointment, but also positive feelings of empathy, syffipathy

and interest.

5. Notably, 22% confessed to having imitated or tried out criminal

techniques they had first 'seen demonstrated on television. But this was

in contrast to any causal oAotivational relatio to aggression.

6. In no instance was it determined that a criminal-ca;eer, or-act. .

:Pf violence was motivated -by excessive viewing_of televised:vioience.

.. '. .
,Aggression, hoqtility and antisocial behavior were consistent with a variety

of etiologic and background factors.. Television did, however, affect*the

"style" or technique of crimesin a number of canes, providing'a format or

vehicle for the acting put'of a rime in youthful offenders; just as it

-
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acted as a veh\icle'ot"'dottive support" for preexisting aggression
... ,

in child viewers (Projects I and II).
--

"" '4s ,

.4or
Overview, PROJECT IV

This findifig was further pursued in Project V.

r
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Overview, PROJECT V

PROJECT V: MEASUREMENT OPAGGRESSION IN RESPONSES OFONE HUNDRED
AND THIRTY -FI ADOLESCENT AND' YOUNG ADULT OFFENDER
TO TELEVISION OLENCE

In this 'project involving one hundred thirty -five knn vi46lent

youthful and young adult offenders, test expospres:to actual television

programs were pursued utilizing minor modifications of the s

methodology developed with respect to the vulnerable children studied'

in Priajec.: I and Project II.

Here the offenders viewed programs of minimal,, moderate and maximal

violence, asswell as a violent composite television newsreel.

FINDINGS

1. Test findings again failed to indicate any direct or implied,

connection between the viewing of, teleVised violence; and the motivation

of actual violent behavior,
4'1r

2. Exposure to television films containing maximal violence

resulted in no significant increase in measurements of aggresSon on

psychological tests.

3. Varying or increasing the intengiC Oi,violence in television
, .

.

programs had no statistically significant effect on adolescent and

gout, -milt violent behavior'.

- 20
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Overview, PROJECT V'

4. Response to television programs with moderate olemiaximal

amounts of violence did, howev'e'r,, result in an increase in violent.

fantasies, memories or recall of aggression, in contrast to any .

behdvioral change.

I

4
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OVerview',-PROJECT

PROJECT VI: PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR VIOLENCE AND TELE ION
VIEWING HABITS, A COMPARATIVE STUD

t

Project VI Conaisted of a modestpilot -study of promising potential

which compared the:results and implications of our findings obtained in

the youthful Offenders studies with one hundred age -matchgd young men in

a small mid-Western college. Conttol4factors were specitacally limited to

age, masculinity and a life -long exposute to television viewing.

The methodology of Project VI was identical to that utilized in
.

,

-"Project IV and o to differentiate symbolic experiences such as the
. ,

. . ,

, .

. ., .
,

: Al
influence of television-partrayed,violence and real-life experiences.

. .
..

This Omparison addressed itself, to the question of whether symbolio
., v .. .

experi nce (a li1.aY7-a mOvie,gr.television show) can produce or motivate

a pers ts real-life behavior, in contrast to maering of imitation.of

style of behavior.

Both Projects IV and VI used as "real'experienCe" incidents of
. . .;

actual vtleni, behavior, drug use'.and personal experience as .contrasted

tp television viewing patternh and other media eipesure.as."symbolic
. A
,,,

experiences:"

The successful, prosocial student population differed from the

unsuccessful, homicidal and violent offender population not with respect

to age, television exposure or preference for violent,prOgrAmOing,

-
4

'IF
-4,
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Overview, PROJECT VI

but along a host of more significant, well known and documented

determinants or personafiey of character developtent. These .included

marked racial, socio-economic, sub-Cultural and family differences.

FOr example, barely half othe violent offenders came from intact'
A

families whereas 94X of the'students had undisrupted Tamil es of more

than twice the affluence of tte offender families. High cr me area'and

thiprevalence of youtpgangs were important etiologic background factors

in the offender population arlid.wire encountered in only two percent of

the student population;

This retrospective 'stioadi of young persons matehed_in age and growing

up in the television eraconfirms our previous conclusions that'violent

crime is the result of muitiple factors and cannot, without gross oVer-

simplification, be attributablefo watching violent television programs.

Among causal factors associated with violent crime, underlined in

the complrative study with college youth, are differences in early,

environme tal influence, problems of self-image and feelings of inadequacy,

the relationship between depression and aggression,: multi- relations with

'parental figures, youthful gang participation, unanswered dependency needs,
t r

hetrosexual dequacies with respect to tenderness, and'a'host of
. ,

f

.

precipitating factors relating to the utilization of drugs and alcohol.

2.

23
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PROJECT VII: RESPONSES OF CHILDREN TO ACTION-ADVENTURE
TELEVISION DRAM& WITH AND WITHOUT PROSOCIAL
CONTENT

This additional phase of our longitudinal, in-depth study/{of

susceptible children carried into the forth ongoing year a number of

r
intensively studied youngsters.

k.

14
Although these youngsters had learning difficulties and poor school

achievements, they were of average intellectual endowment. Their academic

problems were itbedded in a variety of emotional and behavioral symptoms

(-
including co icts 'torah peers and authority figures, hyperactivity; poor

control of 'aggression, pre-delinquent behavior and a general picture of

eiotional difficulties. The seimple had been. the subject of ongoing in-depth

clinical studies, teacher observations, and evaluation confereiceS, and

were well known with respect to levels of aggressivity.
I

s

Over and beyond the day4o-day observations of the children's -

response to television, their level of aggressivity in the schoolyard-
(

p

and classroom alike, dnumber of tests animeasureadealing specifically

with attit103 toward hostility and television were utilized to throw'

additional, light on the children'pereactigna. Thus, as base-1111e measures,
.

.

c)
although these ohildren had'Been checked a number of times, the Sears

Aggression Scale was administered once again.

--24
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'Overview, PROJECT VII

' PRE-EXISTING VARIATIONS IN CHILD AGGRESSIVITY

The specific purpose for giving the Sears test at the beginning of'

this study and the following one (Project VIII *), was to provide a base

line of personality variables In aggression' among the child population.

J
Such a measure would allow the testing of specific hypotheses relating

to whether pre-existing personality variables in aggression determine hOw

television content will be evaluated or assimilated,by each child.

For example, it was postulated that children testing high:in

projected and antisocial scales would be more accepting of antisocial

' aggression in television pOrtrayalS. In simplest terms, if one wanted

to test)whether certain types of aggressive youngiters had a greater

preference for apples, for example, than did less aggressive youngsters,

then one would neeto establish a base line of the children's pre-existing

variations with respect to aggression, prior.to measuring their affinity

or preference for apples. The use of the Sears base line measurements in

this'and the ensuing project (Pro ect VIII), therefore, allow for,the
/0'.

cqmparative examination of viewer responses among children of different

pre-existing characteristics with respect to aggression..

4

it Bryn Mawr College study

'S.
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Overview, PROJECT VII:.

In addition to the Sears base line tests a Television Attitude

Questionnaire as ssed the basic attitudei which each child associated

with television viewi

negative nature. For e

to get away

not too ten - never).

and included attitudes of both a positive and

ple, "Television programs give me ideas on how

without getting caught" ( - often - sometimes

PROGRAM MEASIIRES

Following their viewing of each television program; the children

\ i

were administered so-called program Reports or Post- Viewing Measures,
.

1 .

f

These included the Television Affect Questionnaire which measured, the
' -, .

. .

fdegree of affept Or feeling aroused in the children by either prosocial

or aggressive elements in the teleVision ,programs.

In addition to the Reactions Test desciified in our previous reports,

Story Reviews (also called Movie or TV Reviews by the children) evaluated

theawareeess of each child for details of the,pioi,'Comivehension, the.
0

1

assimilation of the prOgram's factual content, and Its message or moral.

Thapta obtainelarom the Story or TV Review was organized, discussed

and analyzed by child psychologists, special educational teachers and
,

reseprch persOnnel.

0



COGNITIVE STYLE

Overview, PROJECT

Finally, thii project utilized data concerning "cognitive style,"

-a cOnOjept pertaining to 'tile individual child's patterns' Of thinking,

perceiving, remembering and other related' cognitive activities'. The

concepts of cognitive style and cognitive control Are.helpful in under-

'standing consistencies or inconsistencies'in children's reactions to a

range of viewing encounters in contexts which range fram Violent to

proiocial, witI respect to haw the individual child assimilates different

\ 9content and material.

Two particulaHmeasures of cognitive style that Were obtained

included the sharpening-leveling dimension.as studied in the Rouse Test,

and the impulsive- reflective dimension, utilizing the Matching Familiar

Figures eat,.. In eerms.pf cognitive stylechildren who are sensitive

to changes, subtleties.and details are characterized as "sharpeners" in

...) contrast tl'a those youngsters who are slowto detect changes and innendoes,

or who detect fewer Of them, and are known as "levelers."
,

a 1
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Overview, PROJECT VII

PROGRAM STIMULI.

The stimuli in this project included five complete television

programs. One of these contained a combination of action-adventure

add prosocial faCiors, "Welcome to our City," an episode of the Mod
0

Squad series. In contrast ft:). this "prosocial pro- gram," four contrasting

programs were presented as primarily "violent," including "The Favor,"

"David and Goliath".(an episode.of Rat Patrol), "The Smith Family" and

"The Hero" Sonnett)

COMPARISONS INVOLVING SUSCEPTIBLE CHILDREN

't

In comparing the findings obtained with our two groups of

susceptible.children, one must remember that by tests and measurements

as well as clinical observations, one group is more disturbed than the

other. We also hypothesized that if the most disturbed (suscepti610

children. are not adversely affected then no you gsters will 'be.

Since we are seeking the measured rosudsesto television stimuli

of the most disturbed - children in comparison Withless dietnrbed children;
_....-------

, ._ --

we need in eacfi_project io'aeteridine,which group is the thoretiMpitionall

--... -.-.. %.,
d isturbed, or thenore "susceptible.:" The

.
focus in these s udieslis, on

_..

4;
.

the so-called susceptible child, rather than one cenparis n of A

...- -s.

theoretically 'noTmaln group of children a
.,

(if. f
',.

d and agree,

..... ..k. .
-........ ...

',L....-.. .

.4
. .,- .

,

.
'.-- -...% '-) -

.',: ', .
,.........

flt .,

.. .
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ir
upon a proper definition noimalcyl with a disturbed group.

(:., ' Ai
t ,

,--,

.

The rint in these s ud.es then is to compare the measurable results
t .'

of televisionviewing on he most disturbed groups of children if

comparison with less disturbed groups of Children,,in seeking. to identify

the "susceptible" child. In this project,: as a result of ongoing

-evaluations of each child both clinically, and by special psychological

testing, as well as the o servations of special teachers, the emotionally

,impaireerchildred with 1 disorders were determined to be more

di turbed than this. partic lar sample of. institutionaled children from

rb keg homes.*

FINDINGS

The significant
.

findin s includecthe following:

1. The children in th More.Disturbed sample showed significantly '-
1

more aggressive test prefere ces'(rather than actual aggressive behavior)
/ .

than non-aggressive test pref rences,following the viewing of:violent
)

*In contrast to the comparison in Project IX which.compare a second_

broken hqme group of youngste who turned out to be, more disturbed
and therefore susceptible than the -emot nally impaired.gioup with

learning disorders Wt/ttrad,b en stu ed for five yeards

29
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television programs., .These differences were not found in the Less' ttrefie

Disturbed group of children. However, thellore Disturbed children

were significantly. more predisposed from the start of the project to

stated exp ssions of antisocial tendencies than were the children in

the Less Dis rbed group.

2. 'The ilore Disturbed children took in and retained significantly

less of aggressive television material from the programs than did the

Less Disturbed group. (Consistent with clinical findings that the More__

Disturbed group was less responsive to stimuli in general, and particularly

to emotionally perceived stimuli). The More Disturbed group responded

. less to the aggressive content on a cognitive, intellectual and emotional

basis tharr did the psychologically more intact, or Lessisturbed group,

3. The More Disturbed group shoWed greater discontinuity between

the results of their cognitive tests,, and their assimilation, discrimination
4

and intellectual grasp of television stimuli, particularly in relation to

the violent programs.

With reelect to cognitive functioning, the findings support the

conclosiph that the More Disturbed group'of children showed more

discontinuity between ilasic cognitive functioning aeygeasuredon

standard tests,.and their cognitive approach to tIleVision materials.,

Thus, thethe More Disturbed group iendea'to be more discriminating and

I

a
ti

3,4
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Overview, PROJECT VII

"sharp" on the neutral, cognitive test materials than they were in their

actual cognitive responses to the non-neutral or emotionally stimulating

'television programs. Thus, there appeared to be a "break" in their

cognitive and intellectual functioning in response to television viewing

inasmuch as their measurable cognitive test scores did not transfer or

generalize to their cognitive responses to television viewing. Further-
.

more, there appeared to be some tendencies for thisidiscontinuiry to be

selective, depending on the cont:Nof the televiSion-programs. The

discontinuity was more pronounced in response to the viole television

programs than in response to the prosocial film, indicating at content
,

plays some part in the degree of difference.
.

The Less Disturbed group demonstrated conside'rably more continuity

or equivalence of response in comparing the purely cognitive task of the'

test situation with their actual cognitive funEtioning in response to

television stimuli. The Less Disturbed group tended to be "sharp" and

"reflective" on the cognitive tests (House and Matching Familiar Figures)

as well as in their actual cognitive reactions to the television programs.
_

Furthermore, they showed a.consistency of cognitive approach to both fto-
,.

. A
social and'aggressivellitelevisiowfilM content.

t .

,

I

4
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PROJECT VIII: COGNITIVE STYLE AND /TS RELATIONSHIP. TD
PERCEPTION OF VIOLENT OR PROSOCIAL ASPECTS

`IN TELEVISION PROGRAMS

.

In designing and Coordinating the research of the, past four years,

we haye found it desirable to utilize a variety of independent.project

directors, submitting the methodology, and procedures to the discipline

and corroboration of independent scrutiny. Thus, the'content of the

following independent study* represents an experimental approach to the

relatio0ships between learning, cognitive style and childreo
ts responses

to television. This project was coordinated with the cognitive aspects

of the studies reported in Project VII.

Research since the 1940's has viewed cognition in terms of stable

individual 'differences which serve one's adjustment. to a. changing

.

environment. Unique individual consistencies can beidentifiqd in the

cognitive functioning of humans. .The labels "cognitive style" and

"cognitive controls" have been uped_tedescribe such consistencies.,

;
,

*The project. director was Dr. Janet

Department ofPsyehology, Bryn Nniwr
studeqts in partial fulfilIMent of

Hooped, Profeasbr and Director,
College, assistepiby_greduate

kpoit7graduste 'program.

f



Overview, PROJECT VIII

Cognitive controls are intervening variables which define principles

by which perception, memory and other basic qualitative forms of

cognitive functioning are organized as an individual coordinates himself

with his entironment. They become a relatively fixed aspect of a child's

adaptive style which givel shape to his subsequent experiences..

The cognitive control concept of leveling - sharpening. concerns the
k-

manner in which the child perceives anti makes adaptive use of gradual

changes in sequentially_experienced stimu i. Some children (levelers)

tend to 'merge new experiences with earl/ experiences., Thereby-, they

construct relative-ty-4mdifferentiated and contaminated memories,
..

impressions and imagery of ongoing experiences. -

By contrast, othei children teacrto maintain discreet impressions

amd.nemories of sequentially presented stimuli so that elements_do not

.

lose their individuality. (sharpeners).
.4

6

The cognitive principle of Reflection - Impulsivity, differentiates

the teadency.to reflect over alternative solution possibilities in contrast

. .

with the tendenc to make an impulsive aelectigh of -a solutiOn,:ift problems

4: ..' .

with high respon e uncertainty.

lor

4

t

'to
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THE SUBJECTS

.

Overview, PROJECT VIII
.

-t )

Eighty children inihe,fourth and -fift grades of an upppemiddie

class subutban school constituted the-normal learning group. Twenty.

children in the special education classes made up a le rning disability
ti

group.. 'Of the twenty, sixteeri,had been diagnosed as emotion fly disturbed

and four as minimal cerebral dysfunction: The special education children
ti

appeared largely "normal but were found to be socially immature, often
S

hyperactive,, disruptive in the classroom and unable to learn despite

normal intellectual' potential. They'Had been diagnosed through psychologicarl
I

tests and Taychiltric ihterviewp. All of the children were from nine years,

zero months to ten years, eleven months'.

INSTRUMENTATION

.Base -line measures includedtheSears Aggression Stale to,determi q
_

.
1

1 Y
4' .

pre- xisting differencls with respect to'agkressivity in edch-uf the
, .

.

child . , ..., ,
.....,,

.

.
-A_

San
obtefanol*

AjtOuse Test was utilized -to diOerentiate.tognitive

.

'diffe ntes'in leveling-sharpening. Ragan's Matthing FamtliarTigures

Test was utilized-to'measure cogditiVe kyle differences in impulsivity-
.

. reflectivityl.

.

4.
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A parent questionnaire was devised to elicit information regarding

such'items as amount of time'child watches television, parental cont

over television viewing, child's attention to programs, child's emotional

involvement in program (i.e. dreaming about it, acting out the program in

play, etc.).

EXPERIMENTAL STIMULUS

A complete television progr4m was selected after viewing a number of

choices. The main criterion for s lection was that the action-adventure

drama contained a balance of violent al-; prosocial elemerits. . The program

had to be of proper length and have intrinsic appeal to the age range

selected for the study. The Mod Squad episode, "Welcome to our City" IA's

shown as originally broadcast, requiring approximately one hour for

Viewing. The advertisements were retained in order to simulate typical

viewing conditions:

.,,

Post-test measures focused on such items, as significant details
le

remembered by She children, evaluation of the program and its characters

With resgecSito both violent and prosocial aspects, the degree of
A p

.

involvement of the child withthe show, and how real the story and its

characters appeared to the child.

39
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in cognitive

disabilities

00
r-, 9verniew, BROJECT VIII

FILINGS

was hypothesized that there wodid be significant differences

style between emotionally impnired childremwith learning
)

in special classrooms, and "normal" cliildreh"Wregular

classroams The anticipatbd difectitih was that learning disabled children

Would bs "levelers" and "impdlsives" in terms of cognitive style.

,

This hypothesis was confirmed by a statistical technique (two-way

analys s of variance) in which scores Of the "normal" regular class children1

. .

were mpared with:the Scores of the special Class children with learning .

disabilWes.and emotional impairment.

2. It was hypothasizethat home viewing patterns wo4dbe different/
for cognitive style "levelers" in comparison to "sharpeners." The direction

t
of the difference Wild anticipate that less time spent _

and beater supervision ,of television viewing would be found in

rather...than in "levelers."

A number of statistical correlations were consistent with ,t is
0

*

hypothesis. 'Thus, it was found that learning-disabl hildren Who tended
#1\--

tolabcognitive levelers,!' did.indeed spendimgre IPA" ing television,
..

, 4 Virliii : ( .

and spent less time in outside acdtivities than.did... he majority of children
\...1,-,

.

. .

in'regular classrooms,.

36-
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3. The. fin s' of Project VIII indicate That ognitive

stile iuhildien and their respcTs vision constitute significant

;

V

relationships worthy of fuFther investigation by child reiearikers.

0

1. r

I

ei6Isq

0*.
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PROJECT IX: RESPONSES OF SUSCEPTIBLE CHILDREN .TO
VIOLENT VS PROSOCIAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS

y.

.

.' This study compare40111 responses of groups of emotionally

disturbed ("susceptible") children to two distinctly differing themes

rview, PROJECT IX
. 1

of televised dramt: network pro ams with .a high level of violent

action and prosocial network pr rams with little or no violence.

Iroject VII i this Ov iew compared the viewing reminses of

susceptible children to two types of dramatic fare, bath of which

featured violence. The difference between the two, types of television'

stimuli in Project VII, however, was that one set of stimulus programs
. .

fo tured violence with minimal prosocial content, while the-pther test
.

pro ram contained both violence an'd'significant prosocial content.

iroj ct IX makes direct comparison of child viewer responses to violept

vst'distincay prbsocian-non-Violent television dramas.

' SUBJECTS.
k

, .

Th s study retained an emotionally impaired group of children with-
.

]earning disorders. Children in this category have been under ongoing,
. ,

- ,

fbni-te study since 1970. They include youngsters with whom the

t
P oject Director and his research team have ongoing familiarity as i-llm. 4w-

.

result o their regular clinical and classroom relationships, a :ftl ted
.

by a number of specific studies and.4easurements involving their response
1

1 '42 f
- 38 - '
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1

to. televjSioi Stimuli., This long-term sample is compVsed of thirty
..--

' e
f

children exending in age from ten through fourteen, and fairly evenly
.,

divided between boys and girls, and blaCk and white youngsters.

They were contidered to have at.lehst average intellectual.

endowment despite their poor history of academic achievement. The great

Apajority of these emotionally impaired children Were living at hothe with

an apparently "intact" family.

In contradistinction to the broken -home population of children

utilized in Project VII and earlier studies,-the fallowing brOken-home
1

gro$ consisted of sixty emotionally troubled children who hhd generally

rienced significant home instability in their eatlxdpelopmental

r

.ye 4s.* These children were evenly divided between boys and girls and

rised a representation of black and white children. The age range

*These roungsters were from a lifferent institution than that reported it
.earlier projects. As sometimes occurs in long -term research projects,,
modifications maybe the result of a combindtion of fate, adaptation
and revised planning. Because of the untimely death of one of the key
research members aethe first institdtion, Bernard R Meehan, and the
subQequent opportunity to broaden the sample with another group of
youngaters from a different,residetial home. ProjectIX was undertaken
involving methodology and testinglinstruments similar to thope'used in
the previous projects involving itu ceptible childyen from broken homes.

't

43;.
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\

extended frneight to fifteen. aildien in this:bralcen-home'
. ,

vt
-

bore considerably pore psydhologicil ,trautk! than,dfd thepreviously4

studied residential children reported in Project vti and'previoilS studies.

Moreover, the second braken4megroup of childrha involved in this

project wasnerally more distUrbed aiid,"suscepiible" than the emotionalay

impaired group of children with (earning disorders. Thus, in this study,

the Most Disturbed group (in'our focus on the "susceptible" child .is'

the broken -home sample.

TELEVISION STIMULI

Six complete television programs were used 4tiMtlii in ProjeCt IX.

Three programs consisted of action-adventure drama with a number of violent

segments._

_Three additional prograts had tinital tolbsent,Vplence, and

represented the prosocial viewpoint, stressing motivation and understanding.

In the prosocial televiiion programs, issues.were portrayed in a more

psychological, than action oriented partner, although action was not. lacking..
. .

the,seleeted programs are Iisted.hereunder:

J - 44.-
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Programs:
with violent action

Programs:

with prbsocial themes

Overview, PROJECT IX

"Crime.WithoUt Victim" .(Toma)
"The Payoff"(FtI)
"The Assassin" (Kung Fu)

-4ags

"Past - Hammerman's After You"'

(Wednesday Afternoon Special)
"Theliysterious Mole" 4 Magic Mystery

Trip 44)Ft

Each of the children saw three "violent " and three "prosocial"

programs.

TESTS AND PROCEDURES "

Ih seeking the answer to whether or hot-expo re to violent tele-
.:

vision programs has untoward behavioral bffectebn certain children, on
.

must assume that the most "susceptible" childen would be the )most

disturbed or emo*onally impairedlpeople. In each instance, then, the
A

study seeks to,coMare,the result of tests and measures following the
t

viewing of violent rograis and prbsocial programs On the most distur'bed.

.group of clinicall evitluatedchildren in comparison to a groniiaili---4--*
.,

lesser emotional disturbance, and 'presumably less "susceptible" to

postulated untoward viewing effects.

As in previous methodologies, bast line measures were givent These

included a television attitude questionnaire, a conflict situation test,.

and a composite aggression inventory. Thdse psychological tests were
.., 4 '

additional specific measures superimposed upon the ongoing clinical and

k,
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teacher evaluations of each child in the project.

Program measures were applied to each child after viewing each

Overview, PROJECT IX

program, and these measures were dependent on whether the content of

the particular television program was "ilosocial" or "violent."

tl

These elicited from children the extent to which they indicated their

preference for modeling themselves after various charactqrs and categories.,

of behavior in each of the two types of program stiiduli. Thus, the ranee-
!

of modeling or imitative choices availabil to each child is drawn fxOrm

both "good" and "bad" characters in both the prosocial andviolent tele-

vision program stimuli.

FINDINGS* 4

1. The Most Disturbed childreLphowed preferences to model or,

imitate the "good" characterrather than the "bad" characters to a

highly significant degree in the prosocial programs.

*The data obtained in the umbeTouatests and measurements was
statistically handled order'to obtain a Mean or average score for.
the Most Disturbed grow and Less,Disturbed,group on each particulae
teat. Following this he Standard Deviation for'the particular.
distribution of scares was calculated., Thereafter the Standtird Error
of. the Mean was deFived, followed by the deteiminationof the Standard
EiFor of theDiffeunce. The Critical Ratio the q" 'adore was then"
obtained.

46
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Overview, PROJECT IX

.2. The Most Disturbed children showed preferences to model

-*
or imitate the "good" characters rather than the "bad" characters in the

violent programs.

3. The Most Disturbed children expeiienced a significantly greater,

degree of affective arousal or response to t) prosocial television stimuli

.

than did the Less Disturbed group.

4. The Most Disturbed children priorito
,

exposure tto the television

program Stimuli showed a greatgr degree of negative att tudes than the

1

Less Disturbed group, an expected finding. The Most Disturbed children
, --'s.

began the project with a significantly higher level of preoccupation with
.)

.

aggressive aspects of television content.

5. The Most Disturbed children scored significantly higher on

positive television attitudes and general empathy, indicating that a shift

had taken place in their attitudes". The base line findings indicated

that the Most Disturbed children came into this study with some readiiess

to see that television wbuld'pnt "bad" ideas into their heads and teac

them antisocial "tricks" or negative attitudes. Remarkably, the Most

Disturbed children left the study with'a significant Attitudinal shift as

measured by the testing instruments.

6. The Most Disturbelichildren, following. exposure to the television

stimulus materials were more responsive to the prosocial messages obtained. .

47
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Overview, PROJECT,IX

from television irogram;ing than they were at the start of the study.

They wound up, in other words, with less antisocial attitudes than, they

started with, at least as indi4ated on the tests and measures. There were

no outwardly manifest behavior changes in real activities in the classroom

or schoolyard which manifested ireal behavioral shifts reflecting the

underlying attitudinal changes.

7. It uld appear that

prosocial programs and 'violent

Most Disturbed child viewers.

the systematic inclusion of a mixture of

programs had a felicitous.effect on the

8. Overall, the showing of violent television.materials to the

Most Disturbed (susceptible or high risk) children does not result in a

Significant modeling on\antisocial characters.

9. The'Most Distutbed,Children'were more attuned to the prosocial,

elements in whichever type of program was shown (prosocial or violent).

\

For whatever reason, they selectively tuned in preferenti ly on the

more prosocial materials and tuned out or downgraded thei testing'

respOnseb to the violent materials.

10. , Clincially it was observed that television program maternal
il

*Au

served as a perceptive organizer or focusing'vehicle which assisted the

Most Disturbed, emotionally vulnerable children in crystallizing their

functioning on. a higher rather than a lower level of integration. In

this way, television programs appear to provide a kind of "organizing

-44-
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vehicle" for certain cognitive

whilthe Most Disturbed group

OW

Overview, PROJECT IX

supports and auxiliary ego-strengths
rc

of children require.

SUMMARY OF STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT., DIFFERENCES RELATING TO THE MOST

DISTURBED CHILDREN, PROJECT IX,

1. Prior to viewing the television stimulus programs, the Most

Disturbed children showed signi4icantly more negative attitudes tile

did the Less Disturbed group. However, following the viewing orthe

television programs, the Most 'Disturbed children showed more positive

attitudes in tel4ing than did the Less Distur ed group.

2, Prior to viewing the programs the Mot Disturbed children

I

shOwed greater degrees of empathy than did the Less Disturbed group.

In addition, following the viewing of television, the Most Disturbed

children showed greater degrees ,,of empathy than did the Less Dist4rbed
4

9 group,,,

3. In,response to each individual film, the MostDisturbed group

showed a higher preference for modeling after "good" characters than

modeling after "bad" characters in response to the prosocial film.

The Most Disturbed children alto showed a greater degree of modeling

or imitation,f6r "good".characters than did the Less Didturbed group in

response to prosocial television. The Most Disturbed children were more

aroused by the prosocial program than was the Less Disturbed group.
de
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Overview, PROJECT IX 1_

,4. .In response to thviewIng of violent films, the Most

Disturbed children showed a higher preference for "good" modeling

than they did for "bad" modeling..

r

1 k
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Overview, PROJECT X

PROJECT X: BEHAVIORAL AGGRESSION AND TELEVISION VIEWING IN

CHILDREN: PSYCHbLOGICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND
CLINICAL FACTORS

Our previous studies have tested.in a variety of ways the

hypothesis that increased expbsure to the viewing of tele%sed

violence may result in:increased violent behavior on the part of

the viewer. Afurther hypothesis which remained to be tested

carried over from previous, work with youthful and young adult

violent offenders. If televised violence causes behavioral violence

in certain children,, then children who are known to be the most

violent in a given population of _known emotional susceptibility

ishould show a significant,pre4Rrence kor,'and a histgrY of grater

exposureio, violent programming.
,

-.-

,

SUBJECTS

This work.dontinued the study of many.brthe emotionally impaired'
., .

and learning disordered children (Group A) in our previously reported
1'. . . . . .',

projects, Some ,of these children have been under studysince la7b.

The outstanding common sympton shared.by tlkd 1:11rningclIsnxclerg4 SSmpie

r f
wilt? some type of Aa'rnini.disability iMbedd0dAii a comgek of related

. .

,jmnntionaland_bebaviorSI problems, Tiff study included 34 such children.
...

(
,
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Overview' PROJECT X.

There Were twenty-eight boys, and six girls, twenty -four blacks and.

,ten whites in the group. The children ranged in age from twelye to

7
sixteen

The vecond group of children in this pect involved the

emotionally vulnerable; broken home children of'Project IX for a second

year. (Sep "Responses of Susdeptible Children to Violent vs. Prosocial
sit

,

4
141/

Television' Programs "). This group shared'a common background of broken

and disrupted homes in their early developmental years. It consisted of

fifty-one children who range() in age fiOii four

majoritybetween the ages of eight and twelve.

to sixteen,,with the

There -were thirty -three

boys and eighteen girls, twenty-six whites and twenty-five blacks. .

et.

PROCEDURES
-,

;

Both groups of children'wexe followed clinically in,an in-depth,.
. .

4 .

. ,

?
.

.

study with reference to their multiple developmental, psychological

Mind behavioral factors. The relative importance of their-past,and
%,..

,

!::: . %
`'- present television Viewing as a behavior modifier' was assessed in their

,.1.!: 4 . ,
.

personality develdpment. Daily observations by teachers, research staff,

,houseparerits and,mental'health Professionals involved with the management

and tare of these children, were available as an extensive body Of

iniOrmatio.
. ,

. , t

4,4
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,.
In addition to-a tlinicel battk-yOf spepial psycbologicartests,

mea urements such as the Sears Aggre0siOi Sdeles and the Composite- t

3

. , z

. .------ .

Aggression Inventory* were include&. These evaluationdAncluded

individual in-depth interviews with each\phitd and standardized child

Overview, PROJECT X

psychological tests such as the Rorschach, Children's Apperception Test,

figure drawings and sentence completion, and Such intelligence tests as

the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler Intelligence Oalefor'Children. Finally,

\ C
inteiviews and conferences with teachers, housepatenti and other staff

were assessed-at regular research conferences.

In addition, a specially developed history form and clinical inter-

viewing guide was adapted following the methodology of the retrospective

studies usedin our-previous research with young adult violent offenders,

and utilized with each child.

e.

:

*The Sears Aggression Scales were originally administered in previous
Artudies of this series to the Learning-Disordered Group and were
again given'to them at the end of this study for comparative purposes.
The Composite Aggression Inventory was used for the Broken Home Group
because it was felt to be amore refined composite of several existing'
awession scales. It wap then readministered at the end of this

study comparative purposes.

- 49 - ,
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Clinical Inquiry:

.

Overview, PROJECT X'

-The.elinical evaluation team sought specifically to rate the

children with, respect to the following factors, based on 'direct

interviews with each child and'on information available from patents

and the child-care, teaching, research and clinical staff. They askedl
I

t

1. 'Wap this child more aggressive, less'aggressive or un-
,

changed compared to his initial evaluations in our earlier

ot,
projects with these children?

2. What factOrs in the child's home life, school; peer,

relations, learning, emotional development., appeiception

t
and fantasy were associated with behavioral-changes in-

16
c, aggressivity? To whatAextent was television content

.... , ,8

associated with aggressive or iprosoyial attitudes,

behavior, fantasies and life content?,
,

3. If the child was more aggressive, what were the child's

favorite television programs and characters?

L the child was known to be-directly influenced by

television viewing, Were there particular characteristics

of this child's personality other than his pattern of

_exposure to the televisiOn:programa which made him more

,



4/,

;-"," 1.

susceptible to imitation, modeling or suggestion?.

"OvervigC,'PROJECT X

I.

These'kinds of questions, specifically put to the research team focused'

onhe child's everyday life experiences and considered television among

c the totality of stimuli influencing his ibevday behavior.

Assessment of Aggressive and Violent Behavior;',.
I

The evaluation of eath child's aggressivity was arrived at ini
4

coneideration,of multiple developmental factors, measurements and direct

havioral observationte,

Whenevera"child was evaluated as a highly aggretsive or assaultive

one, this study sought to determine whe4 there were any significant

differences in comparison toless aggressive Children in terms of family

background, parental control and punishment, school behavior and'performance,
. .

,

. .

, ,
.

1, . .

televisionyiewihg and all available dlinical factors pertaInpag to
i 7v .. ,

physical and emotionafdevelopment. '

ro

-

r

L
I
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YI

1
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Classification of Aggressivity and Ego Functioning:

.

141ring(the initial phase of this project, the children were

classified in three groups With referenCe to (a) violent (assaultive)

behatrior, (b) non-assaultive, high aggressivity and (c) low aggressivity.*

Thus,.children were classified into two groups with reference to'

aggressivity (high or low), and in-a third or violent group if they were .

actually assaultive'to property or persons..

The children were also classified into weak and strong ego function-

ing groups. These assesstenta were based od extended clinical evaluation .

of each child's mental.mechalisms of adjustment and coping in such areas

as their relationship.to'reality, control of .drives`, interpersonal
. .

.

. -. . ,
,

.. .

-r-

7 .

*In Ourstudies violence was distinguished fAm aggression. Violence
was defined as that kind of behavior which physicalfy haris or threatens
another pgrion or valued object. It has allestructive quality., In
contrast to this, aggression was defined as,theactive pursuit of an
object, goal or person Without necessarily seeking -thee harm of that
object or person. Our experience In working 1410 .are numbers of,
violent persons led to the conclusion that there are many advantages
in regarding aggression as the opposite of passivity, while reserving

,,Violence for,that behirkor iihich has a mole destructive aim and quality.
As aggression can be seen as the opposite of passivity, violence can be
viewed as the opposite of care of gentleness.

--52 -
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relationships, synthetic, function, apperception and intelligence.

Thus, when considering the effects and influence of televised

violence on their behavior, six categories were utilized for' comparison

purposes:
4.

1. Weak Ego - Lo Aggressivity

2. Weak Ego Hig Aggressivity

3. Weak Ego - Assaatii.re

IT

A., Strong Ego - Low AggressivityI
o

,5.. Strong'Ego - Highggressivity

6, Strong Ego:-

Assessment of Viewing Patterns

ive /

pl
The children were additionally studied in 'cordance with their

television viewing patterns including c rent vi ng habits, previous

year's viewing habits, and their early h tory of childhood viewing.

Moreover, the types of program preferences.(i.e. adtion-adventure,

sports, comedy, cartoons, violent versus non-'iolent, etc.) were noted.

Findlly, all data ffbm the clinical elluations, tests and easurements,

viewing patterhs, and clinical and developmen 1.1 histories, or t

. I

in each classification Mere examined and assea e to determine t

761(1 53 ,
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influence of televised yolence on their bellavior patterns.

FINDINGS

,

1. 'Innate, constitutional and early developmental differences

were obseived in the behavioraX patterns of these children from

infancy. These included early behavioral tendencies toward passivi ;y

on the one hand, and hyperactivity or aggressivity on the other. Early

pediatric reports, nurses' observations, and developmental data obtained

from mothers and nursery school teachers indicated that these children

varied in behavioral aggressivity long prior` to their, exposure to,.or

interest in television.

2. Similarly; clinical data confirmed the observation that these

children varied in their ability to bind or tolerate. anxiety and

frustration. What was first noted as. infantile irritability was later

reported as hyperactivity, aggressivity and tantrum violence by nursery

school teachers and other observers. Again, these characteristic

A

ti

.,,

tendencies and behavioral differences long preceded the expOsure of this
f

population to television and cannot be attributed to television viewing.
%

/ 0
3. Variations in the constancy parental attention, nurturing,

emotional care, control and discipline were associated with the

development of patterns of aggressivity and assaultiv/ness, or withdrawal

- 54 -
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and passivity as the single nos

'backgrounds of these children..

There were no consistent obs

Overview; PROJECT X'.

gnificant eet of factors in t

't )

viewing habits, patterns or prefe

early observed differences, in beim

population.

able diffe4nce

ces which could

ioral aggressivit

in television

ccount for the

in this child

4. Differences in behavioral patterns and attitudes relating

to aggression and violence IT these children reflected variations in

the development and adequacy of the apperceptive, defensive and coping

mechanisms of their egli functioning. Their acceptable management of

aggressive drives required an a quate degree of ego functioAing and
.

adaptation to the constraints social reality.-

5. The acceptable expression of aggressive drives was fouhd to

involve the intergay of various ego functions whiclh were constitutionally

determined and developed during their early exper iences. :AL, children

who showed marked tendencies toward aggressioi and violence were found

to have had early/K5pries,of undue frustration; abuse and neglect,

and inadequate quantities of early emotional nurturing and care.

6. measures of antisocial aggression.in the Sears Aggression

Scales show a significant increase of group s ores in the 1972-73

I\

-55-
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Learning-Disordered group in comparison to the 1970112 and 1974-75

scores. Broken Home group scores on the Composite Aggression Inventory,

showed a significant increase of the 1973-74 group over the 1974-75 ,'

group.

Inasmuch as'heither of these groups of children were exposed to

,

4

any expefimental or other viewing increases of television portrayed

;violence, the laCr-elae's in group aggression scores cannot be attributed

to known effects or variables relating to their television viewing. Given

the multiplicity of other emotional and adjustment factors operating in

the lives of these children, the differences in their group test scores

can be readily attributed to known changes in the compbpition of the

groups and other environmental and developmental faotors. Moreover, there

was no increase in behavioral aggressivity.accompanying the Changes in

test Measures of attitudes, and Preferences.

7. Botfi increases and decreases is actual behavioral aggressivity.
of small numbers of children in both research populations were noted r

-

during the course of this project.

a) 5iK children ihcreased their levels Of aggrAksive''
.0

behavior. Of these; four children increased.theit

aggre ive b havior favorably, fn that they ch g d

from abide withdrawn behaviors to more aPprop late

ti 60
- 56 -
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aeSertIve behaviors within the lower aggressivity

category.

;Two children increased their already high behavioral

aggressivity in an unfavorable, antidocial direction

and became repeatedly assaultive or violent.
- ,

b) Nine childeeri-7.i*greased their levels of aggressivity.
i

.

.
',..

None of these decreases 'approached passive or with
"4... ./ e' ''...

drawn behavior. Some went from assaultive to highly
..,t..,...!. t

aggressive behavior while others went froi highly

aggressive behavior ,to behavior in the low aggressivity

category.

8. , BehaVioral changes in aggressivity were foind to result,from a

variety of epotional changes and observed-responses including known

frultrations,, school anOcottage adjustment difficultieb and peer relation:-

ships. In both the Learning-bisordered group and the residential children

changes in behavioral aOressivity coUrd not be attributed gb changes in
.

,

their televisfon viewing habits. While television cannot be said to have

caused changes in character or behavioral aggressivity, it did prottde

some models for imitation and identification in the0 children: Prosocial
4

Children with both low and high patterns of behavioial aggressivity extracted

_

,61
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prosocial materials from television programs. Children predisposed to

assaultii/enese and antisocial behavior responded to. antisocial models

and were noted:to imitate observed antisocial techniqueq.

The imprications for television underline the risk of demonstrating

replicableantisocial acts and portrayals for imitation and identification

in children predisposed to violence.,,

r

far

I.

o --
, - td?

1 f
10.
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PROJECT XI: TESTING AND APPLICATION OF GUIDELINES

1

This area of our ongoing studies has been pursued not only along
7

theoretic lines published in previous work, but has been enhanced and

furthered by the practical application of preview analyses of numerous

actual or proposed programs, intensively begun in 1972, as well as by

/ e
a series of seminar-di cussions with west coast editors, particularly

/during 1973,, 1974 and 1975.

The methodology ini this ongoing project which seeks to apply the

findings of our own. as well 416 the research of other investigators to

the daily deliberations of program decision makers in Practices and

Standards -"has involved Working with prbRo ed scripts or,televisiOn

materials, tonftrences, detailed reports an written commentary, and

a library of consultative materials providing a growing collection of

practical data for classification'and analysis and for further

e",

recommendations in the area of Broadcast Standards and Practices.

t.

: 7 t.

Heller, M.S. and Polsky,. S,, "Television Wolencp:. Guidelinea'for

'Evaluation,'" Archives of General PsycHiatry, 24:279-285; 1971.

- 59
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th the review of All tiese materials practical policy. decisions

involved specif c consideration of:

1. The e sedportrayal of violence

2. The. portrayal of sexual matters and problems relating

to offensive language

3. Sub-cultural. ethnic, 'racial and minority portrayala, or

relayed problems-of stereotyping or villify#g sub-

cultural

4. The management,of humor with referefce to categories 2

and 3.

During a Number of regularly scheduled west coast conferences and

teaching seminars! a wealth of tape recorded, and transcribed data have

undergone, analysis for the development of staff-training materials. These-

e*periences in the practical application of research results and data to

the day-to-day work of Program Standards and ratiCes eve rise to the

following conclusions and findings:

FINDINGS

1. Guidelines must
is
be utilized as dynamic'considerations. .They

must be subject to change and practical applications ether than accepted

as eternal'or rigidvalue judgments.

64
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The guidelines are'mOre oteh a way of applying ru4s_than

rules in themselves. As, rulea.they are useful in the discussion of,

actual script materials under consideration.. As ways of applying.ules'

they provide a framework for resolution of differences of:opiion at any

A
t,

3. The, guidelines are teachable, and helpful alternatives to

intuitive judgments, hunches or codc1us1ons,

4. The guidelines are backed by'the illustration or shared or
.

.. '.

. 4 .

reasonably acceptgd principles, and provide logical bases for Standard's

and Practices.

The development of guideline, factors in the third, fourth and fifth
.

year of, this work has provided Practical materials :fez a tOttbook'df

helpful utility to broadcast standards editors, writers, directors,

programmers and communications students: This is 'currently in preparation,

for publication.

S
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POSTSCRIPT: WHERE. WE HAVE BEEN, DiRECTIaNg TO BE. PURSUED, AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY

We'begen o

Pio

1.

earch studies fiYe_years ago with the. proposition

that. disturbed children are more susceptible or vulnerable to possible

adverse'effects-of teleyision viewing. *We asked: What is the nature

of this'vulnerability? What are the adverse effects upOn the most.

Inerable children/

These studies have indidated that:

o

r 4 P
a : I Imitetio is tone problem axa. Television is,highly effectiv

in suggestion of-techni ue.but not in aCtuai. causation or aggravation

. ,

of antisocial behavior. Television,will not cause the:bully, thief or

.:murderer to be a bully, thief or murderer; but it can shot' him new
.

'techniques of bullying, stealing or killing. .The practical application.

'

,

for broadcasting practices is, avoidance of specific instruction in the

details of "how to'doit."

.' 2. Fantasy was strongly stimulated in Chi

vision, an&play

.stimulation, bitt

dren
,
who watched tele-

activities were increased and haaed by, such

actual levels of physical violen e, deliberately and
- y

with serious intent directed by one child against apother,were not
- .-.

increased or enhanced.by televisiOn viewing.
e

-627
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Our long-term studies not only support these earlier findings,(I; II), .

but cohtinued to do so in longitudinal studies or the most disturbed (IX, X),

,children available to us. In the work most recently reported,* our

findings are supportive of the conclusion that characteristics of the

viewer are among'the most importagrerminants of his response to

televised

Our studies have attempted to investigate the moat\hiih-risk,

emotionallyrimpaired children:including those from unstable and broken

homes. Also, since known, violent offenders frequently present typical

histories of childhood instability and broken homes, then it is among such

\\

child populations thatscne should focus future searches for hntoward
.,

behavioral responses to televi§ion viewing. I

Moreover, if television violence ii associated'with violent behiviore

then the study of yOuthful viol offenders, convicted or charged with

murder or assault with intent to kill quickly centers uponla known

violent population in whomithe retrospective infl ence st television may

be evaluated. Thui, if television violence causes or influences crime

in the streets, then the study of you ful persons who have committed

street-crimes, and the study of chil ren with emotional impairment or

* Heller & Polsky: Behavioral Aggression and Television ViAing in Children,
,Optober, 1975, American-Sroadtagting Company, NY.

4
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1

unstable or broken homes, 'gets to the heart of the matter most quickly.

Finally, our studies have specifically investigated the potential

role of television as a stimulus or real-life violence, in contrast to'

violent play, fantasy or laboratory-produced aggression.

,

In studying research subject'Samples whose known characteristics
;7> ,

have special pertinence with respect to violence or susceptibility to
#

commit violence, our methods have included ongoing, intensive clinical.
4

a-11 4.

evaluations, as well EIS specific experimental projects using television,

stimulus materials and a number of specifically develop& psychological

tests and measurements to provide specific focus in the overall clini6al

evaluations by psychiatrists, psychologists, teachers and research '

;

i

'personnel. These in-depth studies included individual assessments of,
(.)

. .

1

47
each participant, his background, family cohesiveness, age at disruption_

. ,

of home, and a detailed view of his developmental history including

physical, social, emotional and eduiational factors.

The correlations between specific child developmental patterns, .

a

specific symptoms and emotional conflicts and differential responses to

television programiiing indeed constitute a promising irea for further
c

study, and refinement of our knowledge of the interaction.of "susceptible" ,

. ... 4

or motionally vulnerable children to portrayed violence in television

. prog
. ,

68
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Children's clinical responses to television programs did not

appear in absolute terms. The cognitive equipment of susceptible

children; judging from our simple, appearedfflfinreteid up beater
A .4.

in the prosocial action-adventure dome. In such programs, violent

elements were counte .alanced or qualified ii their emotional impact

by the'progra total conte4t, which provided an understandable

explanation f the motivations and personality of the characters.

The"u erstanding" these children had of the prosocial action-adventure

drama, as reflected in their tests, questionnaires and clinical studies

in response to this type of program, has obvious implications for model=

. A

itg and imitation of prosocial behavior in children's progress.'

411k

EMotionally impaired-learning disordered children were compar

less disturbed children,in Project'VII an with mord'asturbed,children
A

whom we were able to findkt Projects IX and X, The comparative findings
/

4

are of particular interest. The mo4 intact children often had their
4, 4

aggressive fantasies stimulated by violent television programs (fantasy

aggression). Thus, test indices of levels of fantasy-aggression were

i4creased in these children, but"these did of tenci.to be acted out in.

their behavior. On a seemingly positive s de, the cognitive supports
( .

provided by action televisidn materials enabled the moil disgrginized
., :-\

children to attach their own inner feeling; and fears of violenceto
A

IlkiternaLized portrayed objects.

69
I
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If our findings regarding modeling and imitation were to be

summarized in the pithiest mannerOthe.conclusions would be t9, the
,

effect that showing violent television materials to a population of

emotionally susceptible "high-risk" children does not necessarily

4 ,

result in, the children's modeling themselves on antisocial characters.

Indeed, the most disturbed children studied were more attuned to the

Prosocial,elements of whatever kind of television program was shown

rosocial or violent).' For whatever reason, they selectively tuned

the prosocial material and tuned out the violent material. The

rther elaboration of prosocial elements in children's action programs

.4

11.61e inclusion f such distinct materials as part of children's
b

.

tic:in-adventure would appear to follow as an implicationor
4 I

the industry in children's programming. 4, L
4
4.

4 4

14hile entertainment is the primary product of network television,

,

r.it requires no research to ecognize'that television'informs, teaches'

and luencdls child viewers through a variety of cues which encourage

bo h conscious and UhconsciouS modAng and imitation. ,Televisicin's
4

potential as a teacher and influence't of human behavior and thinking
4

.,
is awesomely larger than its entertainment function. Television is,

widely fecognized as a powerful teacher and, purveyor of impressions.
.--\

.i.
N.

'''.. ....,`

Ina society'increasingly.beleaguer d by violence, its portrayal

Iion televisibn is amatter of ongoing so al concern.and consequence.
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The altern tives for television are these: to eliminate violence

completely pr haphazardly and make believe'that it rarelyilf ever
t

occurs, or Ito learn to handle portrayed violence responsibly so that

its potent-1;1.i for good is augmented.

The entertainment of children requires supervision. Supervising

children is neither aprimary network nor governmental responsibility,

. but a, basic parental one. Where Parental supervision is inadequate,

there is a joint responsibility to be shared among parents, networks

1

the educational system.

The indings of our own and other television Studies of violence.

,

cahlbe supplied in tables of data which attempt to measure children's

a ressivebehavio\as it is influenced by television programs.

Millions of dollars of laborato y or survey research alone

not supply the answer to Oat childr n learn from television Or ow.

Nor will anectodal accounts from indiridyal parents, teachers or ritics.

That and haw children are letrning fr m 'television' deserves continue

cstudy of,the massive dqta which can o ly be,collectedsby syst

attention to the response of'young chi dren to television programs a

r

part of regular classroom discussions. If children are learning b

things from television, or anything at all, the logical place to'fi d.
f _ ,

out more Sbout it is Where their-learning is evaluated, tested and

assessed daily - the classroom. It is clear that television teaches

-
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something. What better prospect of utilizing, assessing and capitalizing
s .

on the impressions and misimpressions that children receive from television

than in the classroom?

If half-hour programs were assigned to even first grade classes, and

then discussed like any story or "show and tellf.ruatoward reaetiong
a
to

.- . l',
..

.

programming could be quickly identified, misinfortion or exploitive .

.......,,,-. - ,

advertising could be debunked
2.-. -,

and children would learn to evaluate
.. .

assigned television entertainment under the leadership of the person

entrusted with their learning and intellectual development, their teacher) .7

Such systematic data collected in various states and regions from children

of different age groups, would allow teachers and educators to assess

over a longitudinal period the influence and impact of television experience

as it'affects the thinking and actual beharior of children... The monitoring

and classroom discussion of children's responses to television prograbs

would provide mutually rewarding infayhation for_ researchers, teachers

and television programmers alike

,\

* Cer nly Bugs Bunny is worth as much dibcussion as Little Red Riding
Hoo r Hansel and Oetel, and in:the estimate of some has at least as
much ttistic merit.
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The best teachers are also good entertainers; and both piofessions

need to come more closely together in the mutual and.tomplementari.

development of the wide world of audio-visual techniques.

The complet of five years of studies has involved.a majQt

commitment and co inuing,interest of the American Broadcasting Company

I

in supporting and respon ing to basic research pertaining to the

relatioriships between children's television viewing and the psychological
,

and chi d-developmental factors which pertain to any relationship

between rayet olence and behavioral.vio ence.

Throughout the five years, editors' worlrhopg, as well as regular

.

consultations on selected scripts, pilots an0 other program materials

have sought to.apply pertinent child developMent and research findings

to the day-to-day decisions of Broadcast Standards and Practices, This

work has resulted in a large volume of additional, materials which is -'
s

in prepiration for publication as a guideline text for editors, writers

I

and programmerS,
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